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Having much in common? Changes
and continuity in Beijing’s Taiwan policy

Qiang Xin

Center for American Studies, Fudan University, Shanghai, China

ABSTRACT
Since the pro-independence Democratic Progressive Party won the 2016 elec-
tion in Taiwan, Beijing’s Taiwan policies have witnessed some strategic and
tactical adjustments. This article attempts to clarify the underlying changes
and continuity in Beijing’s Taiwan policy by addressing three vital questions.
First, for Beijing, what is the prominent concern for its Taiwan policy making?
Second, what is the top priority for its ‘great rejuvenation’ ambition? And
third, what is Beijing’s guideline for dealing with Taipei’s reluctance to accept
reunification? This paper argues that, firstly, how to prevent Taiwan’s de facto
independence from perpetuating has become the primary challenge for
Beijing, given Taiwan’s inclination to indefinitely maintain de facto independ-
ence. Second, Beijing still prioritizes the achievement of comprehensive mod-
ernization before the fulfillment of reunification within its overarching
‘national rejuvenation’ timetable. Third, discouraged by Taiwan’s anti-China
dynamics, Beijing has switched its guideline for promoting unification
from ‘placing hope on the Taiwanese’ to ‘placing more hope on the mainland
itself’.

KEYWORDS Cross-strait relations; de facto independence; reunification; Taiwan policy

Introduction

In May 2016, Taiwan achieved its third democratic turnover of power. Tsai
Ing-wen, candidate of the pro-independence Democratic Progressive
Party (DPP), won a landslide victory in the presidential campaign. Beijing’s
repeated warning that cross-Taiwan Strait relations would be fraught with
disturbances without an explicit stance on the ‘one China’ principle has not
resonated in Taipei. Given Taipei’s refutation of the ‘one China’ principle,
which is considered by Beijing as the anchor for the cross-Strait peace and
stability, Beijing responded forcefully and ramped up multi-layered pressure
upon the Tsai administration encompassing the security, political and
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diplomatic arenas. However, contrary to Beijing’s expectation, its hardline
stance did not lead to Taipei’s compromise; instead, it backfired due to
Taipei’s forceful rebuke of the ‘one China’ principle and anti-engagement
voices among Taiwanese people, which contributed to Tsai’s resounding re-
election victory, secured with a record 8.2 million votes in January 2020.

Amid the continuation of the impasse and the accumulation of tension,
mainland China began to make adjustments to its Taiwan policy from 2016
in accordance with the new situation across the Taiwan Strait. Beijing contin-
ued signaling to Taipei that it would neither tolerate any pro-independence
behaviors, nor forsake the use of force. Beijing’s statements, which included
‘preserve the option of taking all necessary measures’, ‘should not resign to
passing this problem on from one generation to the next’, and ‘unification is
an inevitable requirement for the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’,
etc., attracted broad attention both at home and abroad (Xi, 2019). It is won-
dered whether this implies a profound deviation of the mainland’s Taiwan
policy from its traditional position, or more seriously, whether Beijing will
resolve the Taiwan issue through force and initiate the two sides once again
engaging in armed conflict.

In the face of the reemerging confrontation across the strait, it is undeni-
able that Beijing’s policy has demonstrated some changes, yet still with
conspicuous continuity fundamentally. In order to have a clear understand-
ing of the continuity and changes of Beijing’s Taiwan policy, three key
questions must be answered. First, what is the most prominent concern
identified by Beijing in dealing with the cross-strait faceoff? Second, what is
the strategic position of fulfilling reunification on its national grand stra-
tegic agenda? And third, what is Beijing’s underlying guideline for the final
resolution of the Taiwan issue, when Taipei does not want to accept reunifi-
cation? Based on historical observation of the evolution of Beijing’s Taiwan
policy, this article tries to address those strategic questions and reveal the
continuity and changes of Beijing’s Taiwan policy.

Addressing the perpetuation of de facto independence:
the change of Beijing’s foremost concern

There is no doubt that deterring and containing Taiwanese independence,
both de jure and de facto independence, is the top concern for Beijing’s
Taiwan policymakers. During the Lee Teng-hui and Chen Shui-bian adminis-
trations, Beijing had succeeded in countering Taiwan’s de jure independence
venture by imposing multi-dimensional pressure. Nevertheless, after the DPP
crushed the Kuomintang (KMT) in the 2016 presidential campaign and
regained power, Beijing was alarmed by the ever-growing anti-reunification
momentum in Taiwan, especially the tendency toward ‘maintaining de facto
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independence forever’ (Huang, 2015). The overwhelming endorsement of the
stance that ‘there is one China, and there is one Taiwan’, and that ‘Taiwan is
already an independent state under the name Republic of China (ROC)’ by
the Taiwanese portrays a bleak outlook for reunification. The mainland real-
ized that compared with de jure independence, how to prevent de facto inde-
pendence of Taiwan, or the status quo of cross-strait separation, from being
perpetuated has become a more prominent challenge to Beijing’s reunifica-
tion objective.

As continuously displayed by two-decade annual surveys conducted by
the Mainland Affairs Council of the Taiwan administration and Taiwan
Chengchi University, generally speaking, less than 2% of Taiwanese want
unification right away, less than 7% want immediate independence, and
over 80% overwhelmingly prefer to maintain some version of the status
quo. To a large extent, ‘no reunification at all’ and ‘no independence right
away (because of the risk of war)’ have become the ‘greatest common
measure’ for the majority of Taiwanese.1 This combination of unwillingness
to accept reunification with an unwillingness to risk pursuing formal inde-
pendence has made maintaining the current de facto independence of
Taiwan the most realistic and reasonable choice for the vast majority
of Taiwanese.

The electoral system in Taiwan inevitably constrains the positions of
both the KMT and the DPP, and means that neither of them will pursue
and accept the reunification, or act it out in political practice. The KMT sig-
nificantly deviated from its traditional ‘one China’ principle during the Lee
administration. After Lee, whose ‘Two States Thesis’ (两国论 ) triggered a
severe backlash from the mainland, KMT politicians gradually returned to
endorse the ‘one China (ROC)’ position, claiming that Taiwan is part of the
ROC, based in Taipei, as defined by the ROC Constitution. However, the
KMT displayed little interest in accepting the prospect of reunification
across the strait. Essentially, the KMT remains a pro-one-China party today,
but is by no means a pro-unification party. For example, President Ma Ying-
jeou, an energetic advocate of the ‘1992 Consensus’, pledged explicitly in
his ‘Three No’s’ policy that there was no possibility for him to pursue reuni-
fication during his presidency.2 This also partly explains why the Ma admin-
istration did not resume the special institution, National Unification Council
(国统会), along with the Guidelines for National Unification (国家统一纲领)
‘ceased’ by the Chen administration in 2006.

On the flip side, as an adherent to the ultimate goal of Taiwanese inde-
pendence, the DPP blames the ROC as a ‘foreign regime’, even as an
‘invader’ such as former colonist Japan. It views the totalitarian KMT regime
as one that forcibly imposes the Chinese identity upon the Taiwanese peo-
ple. As a victim of oppression from Chinese ‘outlanders’, Taiwan must seek
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to establish a true independent sovereign state under the leadership of the
DPP. Based on that, the ‘one China’ principle is nothing but a trap for the
Taiwanese, while the KMT is an accomplice of the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) and a ‘traitor group’, that is trying to sabotage Taiwan’s interests and
betray Taiwan to the People’s Republic of China (PRC). However, a series of
behaviors pursuing de jure independence of Chen, the first DPP president,
led cross-strait relations into a period of intensifying tension. In light of the
risk of advocating de jure independence, the DPP reluctantly switched to
the stance of ‘maintaining the status quo’ across the strait, whereas still
holding the banner of Taiwanese independence. For the DPP, there is no
reason for Taiwan to accept the ‘one China’ principle because Taiwan and
China (PRC) are two separate independent states, let alone consider the
possibility of reunification.

According to Beijing, the ‘core contradiction’ of cross-strait relations ever
since the 1990s has already changed from the ‘contradiction between the
CCP and the KMT’ to the ‘contradiction between reunification and Taiwan
independence’ (Sun, 2015). For Beijing, the widespread negative perception
of Taiwanese about the mainland, and the overwhelming repudiation of
reunification, highlight the necessity of preparedness to deter not only de
jure independence, but more importantly, the perpetuation of the de facto
independence of Taiwan.

It is true that Beijing maintains sharp vigilance against the independence
activists in Taiwan who are attempting to detach Taiwan ‘legitimately’ from
China by various means, including ‘drawing up a new constitution’,
‘amending or interpreting the constitution’ or ‘holding a referendum on
independence’. However, after more than a decade of wrestling with the Lee
and Chen administrations, Beijing has established a restrictive framework, cul-
minated by the passage of the Anti-Secession Law in March 2005, to effect-
ively deter Taipei’s de jure independence impetuosity. It contributed to
Chen’s reluctant recognition that Taiwanese independence was ‘impossible’
when his brinkmanship led him to be labeled as a ‘troublemaker’ by both
Beijing and Washington (Huang, 2015). It also explains the self-restraint of
advocating de jure independence after the DPP resumed the presidency in
2016. Even though the DPP simultaneously seized an absolute majority in
the legislature, the Tsai administration adopted a policy implying ‘one-China’
ambiguously by touching upon the ‘ROC Constitution’, ‘ROC constitutional
order’ and the ‘Regulations on Relations between People in the Taiwan and
Mainland Area’, instead of moving radically towards de jure independence,
which would have enraged Beijing.

Based on the continuous expansion of the power asymmetry across the
Taiwan Strait, Beijing has become more confident that it has sufficient cap-
ability and policy leverages to deter Taipei from achieving de jure
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independence. What concerns Beijing most is not to contain de jure inde-
pendence, which is only possible in theory, but to oppose any practical
measures that might be taken by the Taiwan administration, which might
lead to the irreversible perpetuation of the de facto independence of
Taiwan. Concretely speaking, Beijing has kept a close watch on three types
of strengthening momentums conducive to that scenario.

The first momentum is the advocacy of the ‘Independent Taiwan’ (独台)
polices and political narrative that ‘Taiwan is already a sovereignty inde-
pendent state’ which has no relevance to China. In contrast with the KMT,
which still sticks to the position that ‘both the mainland and Taiwan belong
to the ROC’, DPP politicians insist that the ‘ROC is Taiwan’, and actually the
‘ROC is no other than Taiwan’, therefore, the relation between Taiwan and
the mainland is a relationship between two sovereign independent states,
instead of two separate areas within one state. For example, the Legislative
Yuan controlled by the DPP in May 2019 passed an amendment of the
Criminal Code, treating people from the mainland, Hong Kong and Macau
as foreigners. This behavior was regarded by Beijing as a new attempt to
legalize and institutionalize the DPP’s position of ‘one China, one Taiwan’
via legislation. Furthermore, according to the DPP’s discourse, Taiwan, with
the name of ROC presently, is already ‘a sovereign and independent state’
which does not need to take the risk to declare independence at all. For
example, in her first interview, four days after her re-election, Tsai told the
BBC explicitly that there was ‘no need’ to formally announce independence
because ‘we are an independent country already and we call ourselves the
Republic of China, Taiwan’ (Wang, 2020). Unification between the two sides
would be no more ‘reunification’ of a state, but constitute the ‘invasion’
and ‘annexation’ of Taiwan as a sovereign state by another sovereign state,
China. General recognition of such a political stance will make it impossible
for Taiwan to willingly accept reunification at any time, in any form, for
any reason.

Beijing’s second anxiety comes from the ever-deepening ‘de-Sinicization’
(去中国化) process in social, cultural and educational areas, initiated by Lee
and promoted by the DPP, including the revision of history textbooks,
demonization of the KMT’s governance, as well as whitewashing of the
colonial domination of the Japanese Empire in Taiwan’s modern history
(Wang & Zhang, 2017). The most recent example is the disputable revision
of a middle school history textbook. As soon as Lee was in office, he began
to advocate the so-called ‘concentric circle historical view’ (同心圆史观 ),
which termed mainland China as simply a part of East Asia, without histor-
ical relations with Taiwan. In November 2006, Chen put forward a revised
guideline for the textbook which separated ‘Taiwanese history’ from
‘Chinese history’, aiming to establish a historical view that ‘Taiwan has
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always been an independent state but was invaded and controlled succes-
sively by China, the Netherlands and Japan’ . At the end of his second term,
Ma tried to make a few minor adjustments to the high school curriculum,
including changing the term of ‘governance of Japan’ back to ‘occupation
of Japan’, and indicating that thousands of women were ‘compelled to be’
the Comfort Women during the World War II, etc. Yet his efforts failed
when the High School Curriculum Review Commission, under the Tsai
administration, decided to block implementation of the Ma-proposed cur-
riculum. Furthermore, Tsai’s administration required that Chinese history
should not be taught any more as an independent course, but as part of
the East Asian history curriculum. The ultimate purpose of Taipei’s ‘de-
Sinicization’ efforts is to cut off the historical and cultural connection with
China and establish an exclusive ‘Taiwanese identity’ by teaching that
Taiwanese history is not part of Chinese history. By asserting that
Taiwanese culture is not a part of Chinese culture, and that Taiwanese is not
Chinese, their aim is to pave the way for peaceful and eternal separation
between two different and irrelevant ‘states’ across the strait. The aforemen-
tioned maneuvers advocated by both KMT and DPP pro-independence politi-
cians, defined by Beijing as ‘creeping independence behaviors’ (隐性台独 ),
constitute the greatest challenge to cross-strait relations (Chen, 2017). This
concern has precipitated Xi’s proclamation of the ‘Six Any’s’ (六个任何) mes-
sage on 11 November 2016, that Beijing ‘will never allow anyone, any organ-
ization or political party to rip out any part of our territory at any time or in
any form’ (Xi, 2016).

The third momentum concerns the ever-strengthening Taiwan-US rela-
tions, within the context of China-US strategic adversary. The Taiwan issue
has always been intertwined with the fluctuation of the China-US relations.
To a certain degree, US compliance with the ‘one China’ policy and its
opposition to Taiwanese independence contribute to the mainland’s confi-
dence and patience to pursue a policy of peaceful reunification (Bush, 2005;
Christensen, 2002). However, the notable progress in US-Taiwan relations
since President Donald Trump took office has made Beijing worry that
Washington intends to play the Taiwan issue as a geo-political card, while
the China-US strategic rivalry grows increasingly intense (Zuo, 2019). Beijing
was startled by the unprecedented phone call between Trump and Tsai in
December 2016, and his implication that a break from the ‘one China’ pol-
icy, the backbone of US-China relations for decades, is possible.
Washington’s support for Taipei’s ‘maintaining status quo’ policy and the
multi-dimensional improvement of US-Taiwan relations further places
Beijing on alert (Bush, 2018). For instance, the frequent arms sales of
advanced weapon systems, such as the F-16V jet fighters and M1A2 main
battle tanks, had ignited a military response from Beijing. The introduction
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and passage of a series of pro-Taiwan acts, including the Taiwan Travel Act
in 2018 and the TAIPEI Act in 2020,3 were interpreted by Beijing as an effort
to ‘normalize’ US-Taiwan political and defense relations (Xin, 2019).
Additionally, the port call of a US naval research vessel in Taiwan’s
Kaohsiung City, the rename of the Washington-based ‘North American
Affairs Coordination Committee’ to the ‘Taiwan-American Affairs
Committee’, the joint humanitarian rescue exercise in the southern Pacific,
as well as the public meeting between the chiefs of National Security
Council of the US and Taiwan etc., inflamed Beijing’s suspicions that
Washington aims to compromise its ‘one China’ position in order to check
and balance the rise of China. Concurrent with the deterioration of US-
China relations while China is defined as a fundamental and long term
adversary by the Trump administration, Beijing believes Washington is try-
ing to promote the US-Taiwan unofficial relationship to a ‘quasi-alliance’,
and actively help to defend Taipei’s de facto independence so as to retain
the peaceful separation across the strait as long as possible. The emerging
US-Taiwan alignment, featuring active political coordination and security
cooperation, will further strengthen Taipei’s adherence to its policy of
‘maintaining de facto independence’ and embolden Taipei to resist any
appeal of reunification from the mainland.

It appears that ‘maintaining the status quo of Taiwan’s de facto inde-
pendence’ has already become the common goal of the US, as well as the
two major parties in Taiwan. The only difference between the KMT and the
DPP, is that the KMT is satisfied with preserving the current political split
permanently under the name ROC, while the DPP still intends to ‘transform’
the ROC gradually into the ‘Republic of Taiwan’ through the ‘localization
process’ (本土化 ) and ‘rectification’ campaign (正名运动 ). However, for
Beijing, whose ultimate goal is to fulfill reunification, any attempt to main-
tain Taiwan’s de facto independence indefinitely under the name ROC is
nothing more than ‘a disguised type of Taiwan independence’ (变相台独).
As The Taiwan Question and Reunification of China White Paper stated, one
of the three conditions for the mainland to use force is if ‘the Taiwan
authorities refuse, sine die, the peaceful settlement of cross-Straits reunifica-
tion through negotiations’ (Taiwan Affairs Office (TAO) of the State Council
of the People’s Republic of China, 2000). It sent a clear signal to Taipei that
Beijing will not tolerate the indefinite postponement of political negotiation
aiming to achieve reunification. The Anti-Secession Law also enunciated
that Beijing shall employ ‘non-peaceful means and other necessary meas-
ures’ if the ‘possibilities for a peaceful reunification should be completely
exhausted’ (和平统一的希望完全丧失). Subsequently, Xi emphasized that
Beijing will never allow the split of China ‘in any form’, which implies that if
Taipei adopts ‘delaying tactics’ to maintain the cross-strait separation
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forever and repudiate reunification for an indefinite period, Beijing will
have to resort to the use of force to fulfill reunification (Xi, 2016).

Modernization first: the relation between reunification and
national rejuvenation

Reunification across the Taiwan Strait has always been the ultimate goal for
the mainland’s leadership since 1949. When President Xi outlined an expli-
cit blueprint for the ‘great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’ by 2049 – an
updated version of Beijing’s national grand strategic goals – many believed
it had already set up a definite timetable for resolving the Taiwan issue,
since Beijing had reiterated that national reunification ‘is a necessity of
great rejuvenation’ (Xi, 2017). Some even argue that this means Beijing will
take whatever action deemed necessary, including the use of force, to fulfill
reunification before 2049, the timeline for the 100th anniversary of the PRC.
It seems Beijing is about to strike up the war drum. Nevertheless, history
affords us lessons that merit attention. In terms of the making of Beijing’s
Taiwan policy, there has always been a noticeable and consistent guiding
principle, that is, that Taiwan policy must be conducive, instead of detri-
mental, to the achievement of the national grand strategic goals of
the mainland.

After the establishment of the PRC in 1949, Beijing repeatedly stressed
that the ‘most important task’ was to ‘liberate Taiwan and accomplish the
cause of unifying China’ (Taiwan Affairs Office (TAO) of the State Council of
the People’s Republic of China, 2015a). Yet the outbreak of the Korean War
and the intervention of the US forced the mainland to indefinitely postpone
its amphibious landing operation plan against the KMT administration,
which had fled to Taiwan. With the signing of the truce agreement on the
Korean Peninsula in July 1953, Beijing strategically turned to prioritize
nationwide industrialization and socialist transformation, tokened by
the initiation of the First Five-Year Plan (1953–1957), in order to rapidly
rehabilitate the country’s economy which had been devastated by the dec-
ades-long war. Encouraged by the successful initiation of economic recon-
struction, Beijing formally proposed its ‘Four Modernization’ outlook in
1959, aiming to build China into a socialist power with the fulfillment of
industrial, agricultural, national defense and science/technology moderniza-
tion (Mao, 1999, p. 116). From then on, achieving modernization, although
periodically deviated by some drastic political movements like the Cultural
Revolution, has become the centerpiece of Beijing’s national construc-
tion ambition.

Concurrent with the shift of the strategic priority to national develop-
ment, Beijing transformed its policy of ‘liberating Taiwan by force’
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(1949–1955). In May 1955, Premier Zhou Enlai announced during the
National People’s Congress (NPC) that the mainland was ready to ‘liberate
Taiwan by peaceful means under possible conditions’. It is marked as the
first time that Beijing publicly introduced a stance to ‘liberate Taiwan by
peaceful ways’ (Taiwan Affairs Office (TAO) of the State Council of the
People’s Republic of China, 2015a, p. 30). On 6 October, 1958, the mainland
Defense Ministry delivered the Message to Compatriots in Taiwan (告台湾

同胞书 ) written by Mao Zedong, in which Beijing proposed to ‘conduct
negotiation’ and ‘achieve peaceful resolution’ of the cross-strait standoff
(Mao, 1999, pp. 420–422). In accordance with the evolution of China’s
national strategy and the shift of strategic priority, these statements and
proposals manifested a significant change of Beijing’s Taiwan policy.

The implementation of the reform and opening-up strategy of the main-
land and the establishment of diplomatic relations between the PRC and
the U.S. contributed to an entirely new horizon for the settlement of the
Taiwan issue. Since the epoch-making Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central
Committee of the CCP held in December 1978, Beijing’s national strategic
priority had been reset. In December 1979, Deng Xiaoping initiated the
term ‘Xiaokang Society’ (小康社会): a society of moderate prosperity, as the
foremost goal for the PRC’s modernization drive, upon which Deng’s ambi-
tious outlook was formally expounded as a ‘three-step development strat-
egy’ to achieve basic modernizations by the middle of the 21st century
(Deng, 1993, p. 226). Correspondingly, Beijing started a new round of
Taiwan policy adjustment in order to create a favorable cross-strait situation
and international conditions for economic modernization. Deng pushed to
formally replace the mainland’s use of the term of ‘liberation’（解放）with
‘resolution’ (解决) of the Taiwan issue, and formulated the ‘peaceful reunifi-
cation strategy’ (Deng, 1998, p. 53). On January 1, 1979, Beijing issued
Message to Compatriots in Taiwan, which constituted a manifesto of another
fundamental policy change of the mainland towards Taiwan. It is the first
mainland official document focusing on the Taiwan issue that did not use
the term ‘liberating Taiwan’. Instead, it proposed, also for the first time, to
‘put an end to the state of military hostility’ through talks between the two
sides (People’s Daily, 1979). On 1 October, 1981, Marshal Ye Jianying, then-
chairman of the NPC, further elaborated on the policy of peaceful reunifica-
tion in his ‘Nine-Point Proposal’ (叶九条 ) (Ye, 1981). On June 26, 1983,
Deng put forward his well-known ‘Six-Point Proposal’ (邓六条), the corner-
stone of the policy of ‘peaceful reunification and one country two systems’,
and charted Beijing’s Taiwan policy in the ‘reform and open-up era’ (Deng,
1993, pp. 30–31).

In order to concentrate on economic construction first, instead of push-
ing forward the reunification hastily, Deng had frequently reminded the
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CCP leaders that ‘it has no bearing on the overall situation if the Taiwan
issue would be resolved slower and later’ (Deng, 1993, pp. 84–87). As early
as 16 January, 1980, when Deng listed three major tasks for mainland
China, including opposing hegemony, fulfilling reunification and modern-
ization development, he emphasized that the ‘core issue’ of the three tasks
‘is the modernization’ (Deng, 1989, pp. 239–241). President Jiang Zemin
for the first time proposed the ‘three historical missions’ in his report to
the sixteenth National Congress of the CCP, among which the first mission
was to push forward modernization construction, while ‘fulfilling national
reunification’ was listed as the second mission before the third one,
‘safeguarding world peace and promoting common development’ (Jiang,
2002). Subsequently, the ‘three historical missions’ were formally written
into the charter of the CCP in October 2007 by President Hu Jintao.

With the achievement of spectacular economic growth since the 1980s,
Beijing later updated the roadmap for its national development strategy. In
November 2012, President Hu presented a new ambitious blueprint for
achieving the ‘two centennial goals’ in 2021 and 2049, respectively.4 In the
report to the nineteenth National Congress of the CCP in October 2017,
President Xi drew up a more concrete two-stage timetable for the ‘two cen-
tennial goals’ and espoused the Chinese Dream of nation rejuvenation.
Under the overarching goal of developing China into ‘a great modern
socialist country’, Beijing made clear that the ‘principal contradiction facing
Chinese society’ is the ‘contradiction between unbalanced and inadequate
development and the people’s ever-growing needs for a better life’; a stra-
tegic reassessment which will affect the landscape of China’s future devel-
opment. In the report, Xi reiterated the aforementioned ‘three historical
missions’ in the same order, and demanded to boost economic develop-
ment and achieve comprehensive modernization in the lead-up to the
‘great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’ (中华民族伟大复兴) (Xi, 2017).
More importantly, Beijing has a full awareness that the mainland is facing ‘a
new historic juncture in development’ and there is still a long way ahead
before heralding ‘national rejuvenation’, which means that fulfilling the
goal of comprehensive modernization still is, and will remain, the top stra-
tegic priority for Beijing in the long run.

Looking back into history, for generations of CCP leaders, the accom-
plishment of reunification has served as subordinate to the fulfillment of
the national grand strategy of mainland China, rather than vice versa. In
regard to the relationship between modernization and reunification, for
example, Deng once explained explicitly that ‘if we could do a good job of
the Four Modernizations, and if our economy could develop well, then our
capability to fulfill unification will be different’ (Deng, 1989, pp. 239–241).
President Hu also acknowledged the fact that the modernization progress
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of the mainland would provide ‘a strong foundation and reliable safeguard’
for realizing peaceful reunification (Hu, 2008). Beijing keenly understands
that an overwhelming advantage, based on comprehensive modernization
over Taiwan, is the necessary precondition to contain Taiwanese independ-
ence and fulfill national reunification.

The same logic also implies the answer to the question of the relation-
ship between reunification and Beijing’s current grand strategic goal,
namely, the ‘great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’. In other words,
should reunification be the cause or the consequence of China’s national
rejuvenation? Even though achieving reunification across the Taiwan Strait
is termed as ‘an inevitable requirement’ (必然要求) for China’s national reju-
venation, Beijing understands clearly that reunification should be the conse-
quence, instead of the cause, of its progress in pursuit of its ‘two centennial
goals’ (Liu, 2018). Beijing endeavors to make the resolution of the Taiwan
issue a propellant, rather than a barricade, for the accomplishment of its
grand strategy. By large, it means Beijing prefers to ‘marginalize’ the Taiwan
issue rather than ‘prioritize’ it at the top of the strategic agenda before the
mainland accomplishes its modernization vision; unless Taipei pursues a de
jure Taiwan independence policy that Beijing perceives to be radical and
provocative.

‘Placing more hope on the mainland itself’: Beijing’s strategic
guideline to promote reunification

Since the split of the two sides across the Taiwan Strait in 1949, Beijing’s
strategic guideline to engage Taipei and promote reunification has wit-
nessed several significant transformations. At the very beginning, Beijing
tried to promote reunification through ‘placing hope on the Taiwan admin-
istration’ (寄希望于台湾当局) when Taiwan was under the one-party rule of
the KMT. With the political changes in Taiwan, Beijing switched to the
guideline of ‘placing more hope on Taiwanese people’ (更寄希望于台湾人

民 ) and extended an olive branch to Taiwan by strengthening economic,
social and cultural exchanges. Nevertheless, this approach falters against a
background in which the majority of Taiwanese oppose the prospect of
reunification. In this context, the feasibility of the primary guideline
of ‘placing hope on Taiwanese people” is severely challenged. On the face
of it, although still claiming to ‘place hope on Taiwanese’, Beijing has
adjusted further to ‘place more hope on mainland China itself’ as the
underlying doctrine to promote reunification.

When Taiwan was under the firm control of the KMT alone during the
Chiang Kai-Shek and the Chiang Ching-kuo administrations, Beijing tried to
prompt Taipei to mutually pursue reunification by essentially ‘placing hope
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on the KMT administration’ (Huang, 2017). Beijing knew clearly that both
Chiang Kai-shek and Chiang Ching-kuo were steadfast adherents of the
‘one China’ principle and implacable opponents of ‘two Chinas’ and ‘Taiwan
independence’. Based on this common understanding, Mao suggested in
January 1956 that ‘the CCP and the KMT had already cooperated twice,
now we are ready for the third time cooperation’ (Taiwan Affairs Office
(TAO) of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China, 2015a, p. 30).
Amid the second Taiwan Strait Crisis in August 1958, Beijing issued a
Second Message to Compatriots in Taiwan (再告台湾同胞书) and called for
direct peace talks between the CCP and the KMT, whereupon, the two sides
could ’turn from enemies to friends’ (Mao, 1987, pp. 457–461).

After Chiang Ching-kuo became the president of the ROC in May 1978,
Beijing began to explicitly encourage him to carry out ‘the third CCP-KMT
cooperation’ by conducting party-to-party negotiations on a reciprocal
basis (Ye, 1981). On 26 June, 1983, Deng stated again that since ‘peaceful
reunification has become the common language of the CCP and the KMT’,
the ‘appropriate way for the realization of peaceful reunification is to hold
CCP-KMT talks on an equal footing’, and bring about ‘the third cooperation
between the two parties’ (Deng, 1993, pp. 30–31). Given Lee Tung-hui, who
succeeded the presidency in January 1988, repeatedly announced that
‘there is only one China, not two’, and that ‘China should be reunited’,
Beijing continued its active engagement policy with the Lee administration.
The first ‘Wang-Koo Meeting’, held in Singapore in April 1993, was regarded
as an aspiring symbol of the political detente across the strait. However,
after successfully consolidating his power and purging the other KMT patri-
arch, Lee gradually turned to preach ‘two reciprocal political entities’, and
remarked ‘Taiwan is already a state with independent sovereignty’. Lee’s
visit to the U.S. in June 1995, and his ‘Two States Thesis’ in July 1999,
ignited strong countermeasures from Beijing (Su, 2014). The victory of the
DPP’s Chen Shuibian in the 2000 presidential campaign led Beijing to real-
ize that the guideline of ‘placing hope on the KMT administration’ had to
be changed. Moreover, since taking power in May 2000, Chen consistently
trumpeted the ideology of Taiwanese independence by propagating
‘Taiwan and China are one country at each side (of the Taiwan Strait)’, pro-
posing a referendum on ‘seeking membership in the United Nations under
the name Taiwan’ and ‘revising constitution’ (Lin, 2018). Correspondingly,
Beijing adopted a no-contact policy and ratcheted up pressure against
Chen’s advocacy of pro-independence activities (Tucker, 2005).

From the mid-1990s to 2008, the intensifying cross-strait tensions drove
Beijing to close the door to engagement with the Lee and Chen administra-
tions, consequently making it impossible to continue with its ‘placing hope
on the Taiwan administration’ guideline. Beijing began to shift toward
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‘place more hope on the Taiwanese people’ to promote reunification. For
example, concerned by the emerging pro-independence signs of Lee,
Jiang’s ‘Eight-Point Proposal’ (江八点) revealed on 30 January, 1995, stated
explicitly that ‘more hope will be pinned on the Taiwanese compatriots
while still pinning hope on the Taiwanese authorities’ (Jiang, 1995). In
March, 2005, Hu reiterated in his ‘Four-Point Proposal’ (胡四点 ) that the
mainland would ‘never change the principle of placing hope on the Taiwan
people’, and ‘always respect, trust and rely on’ the Taiwanese people ‘under
whatever circumstances’ (China Daily, 2005). This doctrine was succeeded
and echoed by President Xi as he claimed that Beijing would ‘remain com-
mitted to the principle of placing our hopes on the people of Taiwan’ in his
January 2019 speech (Xi, 2019).

Fair to say, the idea of ‘placing hope on the Taiwan people’ is not the
indigenous innovation of Jiang. As early as the issuance of the Message to
Compatriots in Taiwan in January 1979, Beijing had already declared that it
would ‘place hope on 170 million Taiwan people as well as the Taiwan
administration’ (People’s Daily, 1979). However, Beijing had for decades pur-
sued the fulfillment of reunification by conducting political dialogue with
the KMT administrations. Before the Lee administration, the idea of ‘placing
hope on the Taiwanese’ had not been incarnated substantially as concrete
and effective policy. Since cross-strait relations hit rock bottom during the
Lee and Chen administrations, Beijing had begun to introduce a sequence
of policies, regulations and measures to engage ordinary Taiwanese people
in order to ‘win their hearts and minds’. After Ma Ying-jeou won the presi-
dency in May 2008, Beijing successfully fulfilled the direct and two-way links
of mail service, transport and trade, and reached a series of agreements
ranging from the economic integration, tourist inter-flow, and financial
coordination, to cultural and social exchanges (Xin, 2010). The official inter-
action between the two sides was climaxed by the historical ‘Xi-Ma Summit’
in Singapore in November 2015. With the unprecedented and comprehen-
sive progress in the political, economic and social arenas, Beijing grew far
more optimistic about the prospect of reunification and the effect of its
guideline of ‘placing more hope on the Taiwanese people’ when cross-strait
relations navigated into a historical peace and development stage.

However, Beijing’s fleeting optimism was dealt a hammer blown by the
domestic political and social reaction within Taiwan. Contrary to Beijing’s
expectations, its accommodative and cooperative policies toward Taipei
had not made Taiwanese people welcome the prospect of reunification.
Take the Cross-Strait Service Trade Agreement signed by Beijing and Taipei
in June 2013 as an example. For Beijing, this agreement displayed its good-
will to the Taiwanese by providing a more favorable arrangement and con-
dition to the Taiwan side. However, fear that this agreement would place
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Taiwan’s economic security and political autonomy at risk, triggered large
scale protests led by students, namely, the Sunflower Movement in March
2014. Beijing was bedeviled by the controversy and contention concerning
the ratification of the agreement (Lin, 2016). A poll conducted in 2016,
when Tsai began her second presidential campaign, showed that 64% of
Taiwanese were skeptical of cross-strait economic cooperation and worried
that the mainland would attempt to force Taiwan to accept political con-
cessions due to growing economic interdependence (Chen, Yen, Wang &
Hioe, 2017). The widespread mistrust among the Taiwanese about the
cross-strait economic integration engineered by the mainland, reflected by
the crushing defeat of the Beijing-friendly KMT in local elections in
November 2014 and the presidential campaign in January 2016, drove
Beijing to reexamine the effectiveness of its guideline of ‘placing hope on
Taiwan people’.

Additionally, what concerned Beijing more was the continuous evapor-
ation of Chinese identity and the rising of anti-mainland sentiment among
the Taiwanese. In accordance with the guideline of ‘placing hope on
Taiwan people’, Beijing has always kept an eye on fluctuations in public
opinion among the Taiwanese toward the mainland; especially with regard
to issues of national and state identity (Chen, 2012; Zhong, 2016). In 1992,
when the two sides prepared for the ‘Wang-Koo Meeting’, around 25.5% of
Taiwan’s residents identified themselves exclusively as ‘Chinese’; while
17.6% identified as exclusively ‘Taiwanese’ and 46.4% said both Chinese
and Taiwanese. However, since then, ROC residents have increasingly iden-
tified themselves as Taiwanese rather than Chinese, especially after Taiwan
morphed into a democracy in late-1990s. In 2016, stimulated by the
Sunflower Protest, only 3.4% still identified themselves exclusively as
Chinese, and more than 58% Taiwanese. The figures have remained consist-
ent ever since. By December 2019, only 38% of Taiwan’s residents thought
of themselves as either Chinese (3.3%) or as both Chinese and Taiwanese
(34.7%).5 What’s more, Taiwan’s demographic trajectory implies that as time
passes, the continuation of this trend will make a solely Taiwanese identity
prevail as residents’ consensus, and subsequently further weaken the will-
ingness of the Taiwanese to accept reunification.

Disillusioned by widespread anti-mainland sentiment and increasingly
distrustful views toward closer cross-strait relations among the Taiwanese,
Beijing is compelled to conclude that the fulfillment of reunification can
neither simply rely on the Taiwan administration nor the Taiwan people,
but the political determination of the mainland for reunification based on
its comprehensive development. In others words, Beijing must ‘place more
hope on the mainland itself’. President Xi reinforced this point on 5 March,
2015, stating that ‘fundamentally, the vital and decisive element for the
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future direction of cross-strait relations is the development and progress of
mainland China itself’ (Taiwan Affairs Office (TAO) of the State Council of
the People’s Republic of China, 2015b). The adoption of this self-reliant
guideline means that although Beijing will still try its best to appeal to the
Taiwanese to embrace reunification by implementing multi-dimensional
favorable and beneficial measures, Beijing’s Taiwan policy shall not be
diverged or distorted by the domestic politics of Taiwan, including party
alternation, social movements, the flow of public opinion, and the rise and
fall of political powers. In adherence to its ultimate goal, the initiative, time-
table, roadmap, approaches and measures for achieving reunification will
and must be determined by Beijing, instead of Taipei.

Strategically, it implies Beijing will persistently focus on the self-development
of its industrial-scientific-technological infrastructure, thereby irreversibly
enlarging the comprehensive power asymmetry across the strait as time
elapses. Consequently, the power margin of the mainland over Taiwan
will equip Beijing with greater policy instruments to deter Taipei’s pro-
independence venture, and make reunification a more attractive goal to
the Taiwanese. Tactically, it suggests that Beijing will be more readily able
to apply pressure upon any Taiwan administration which does not expli-
citly accept the ‘One China’ principle. It is undeniable that for decades,
Beijing has been baffled by the ‘carrot and stick dilemma’, since it under-
stands that a hardline policy will lead to anti-China emotion among the
Taiwanese, which will not be conducive to ‘win the hearts and minds’ of
the Taiwanese people to embrace reunification. However, this self-reliant
guideline of ‘placing hope on the mainland itself’ implies Beijing will not
be so tentative, and instead will be more willing to pursue a strong-arm
policy and bear the resulting cost. Profoundly disappointed by the con-
secutive overwhelming victories of the DPP in the 2016 and 2020 election
campaigns, growing anti-China sentiment and the emergence of a ‘natural
independent (天然独) generation’, the mainland in the foreseeable future
will pay comparatively less attention to the negative responses from the
Taiwanese public, and employ tougher measures with less hesitation to
counter any independence-leaning maneuvers on the part of Taipei.

Concerning the current security standoff and political deadlock across
the strait, it is undeniable that Beijing still hopes to resume official commu-
nication and political interaction with Taipei on the base of the ‘one China’
principle (Xi, 2019). Nevertheless, a series of actions taken by Taipei around
the election, including the enactment of the Anti-Infiltration Law, amend-
ments of five laws relating to national security (国安五法), the initiation of
a referendum on ‘framing constitution’ by the pro-independence camp,
and the introduction of legislation to rename the passport and China
Airlines company, has led Beijing to believe there will be little hope of
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avoiding more turbulent cross-strait relations in the future. In the first
months of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic unexpectedly became a catalyst
for the deteriorating cross-strait relations. Even though Beijing agreed to
receive Taiwan’s medical experts to conduct a field investigation in Wuhan,
the epicenter of the global pandemic in its early stages, and did not boy-
cott the participation of Taiwanese officials in weekly online video confer-
ences organized by the World Health Organization, Beijing was incensed at
Taipei’s persistent labelling of the coronavirus the ‘Wuhan Virus’, an export-
ation ban on facial masks to the mainland, and a dispute regarding charter
flights to facilitate the return of Taiwanese living in Hubei Province to
Taiwan. Furthermore, Beijing was alerted by Taipei’s energetic appeal to
take part in the World Health Assembly (WHA) – seen by Taiwan as an
opportunity to expand its international leverage without adhering to the
‘one China’ principle in the shadow of the pandemic. Consistent support
from Washington to Taipei, exemplified by the passage of the TAIPEI Act
during the Trump administration, and the signature of the U.S.-Taiwan joint
statement on combatting COVID-19, aggravated Beijing’s suspicion that
Taipei is looking to take advantage of the U.S.-China rivalry and contriving
to ‘pursue independence through ‘pandemic diplomacy’’ (以 疫 谋 独 ).
Although Beijing understands that blocking Taipei’s participation in the
WHA will lead to a fierce backlash from the Taiwanese and inflame anti-
China emotion on the island, it still required the WHO not to issue an
invitation letter to Taipei because of Tsai’s refutation of the ‘one China’
principle. In other words, Beijing has prepared itself to persist with its pres-
sure-imposing policy and bear any costs that result from it.

Conclusion

Since the DPP’s election victory in 2016, the cross-strait relationship has
entered uncharted waters and tension has gradually accumulated, edging
towards crisis. This paper argues that Beijing, being more confident in its
capability to contain Taiwan’s de jure independence venture due to its
expanding power advantage, has shifted to target the ever-growing
momentum of perpetuating de facto independence, now seen as the fore-
most concern. After several decades of wrestling with the mainland, the
Taiwanese also realize that the unrealistic pursuit of de jure independence
would derail cross-strait peace and stability, risking a disastrous conflict. To
indefinitely maintain the de facto independence of Taiwan, in other words,
‘permanent peaceful separation’, has become the most favorable choice for
both KMT and DPP politicians, as well as for most of the Taiwanese popula-
tion, who refuse to accept reunification. This reality has transformed the
threat perception of Beijing, who neither want to take any chance to allow
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Taiwan to achieve de jure independence, nor tolerate the cross-strait separ-
ation lasting forever. How to prevent the de facto independence of Taiwan
from perpetuating, by ensuring all-round preparedness and substantially
promoting pro-unification dynamics among the Taiwanese, has become the
most significant challenge for Beijing.

As Beijing has reiterated that it ‘preserves the option of taking all neces-
sary measures’ to fulfill reunification, which is the ‘inevitable requirement’
of its national rejuvenation ambition by 2049, many wonder whether
Beijing has forged a definite timetable and will resort to use of force to
meet its timeline, thus making the Taiwan issue center-stage again and a
sparking potential conflict in the Asia-Pacific. However, by examining the
evolution of Beijing’s Taiwan strategy, this paper suggests that the relevant
policies are always formulated in accordance with the strategic priority of
the CCP leadership in handling both internal and external affairs. Even
though Beijing is frustrated by Tsai’s refusal to embrace the ‘one China’
principle and the face-off across the Taiwan Strait, Beijing will continue to
prioritize the achievement of its national grand strategic goal, to be specific,
the fulfillment of comprehensive modernization, rather than resolve the
Taiwan issue by force; unless the Taiwan administration pursues a radical de
jure independence policy that is intolerable to Beijing, in the near future.

In order to achieve national reunification, Beijing tried to encourage the
Chiang Kai-shek and Chiang Ching-kuo administrations to conduct political
negotiation and reach a mutually-accepted resolution. However, this
‘placing hope on the Taiwanese administration’ guideline was impeded
when Taiwan transformed into a two-party democracy in the 1990s.
Irritated by the pro-independence direction of the Lee and Chen adminis-
trations, Beijing switched to place the hope of reunification more on the
Taiwanese people through economic integration and social engagement.
However, rising anti-China sentiment, exemplified by the 2014 Sunflower
Movement and the emphatic victories of the DPP in the 2016 and 2020
presidential elections, has driven Beijing to ‘place more hope on the main-
land itself’ in practice, while politically still claiming to ‘place hope on the
Taiwanese’. Through the new guideline based on self-reliance, Beijing will
be engrossed in its own strategic agenda and preferences, while taking the
initiative to lead and dominate the future evolution of cross-strait relations.

Notes

1. Opinion polls made by the Mainland Affairs Council of Taiwan and Election Study
Center of the National Chengchi University (retrieved 13 April, 2020).

2. The content of the ‘Three No’s’ policy is ‘no independence’, ‘no reunification’, and ‘no
use of force’.

3. The full name of the TAIPEI Act is Taiwan Allies International Protection and
Enhancement Initiative Act.
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4. The first and short-term goal for Beijing is completing the process of building a
moderately well-off society and accelerating modernization process by the time the CCP
would celebrate its centenary in 2021. The second and mid-term goal is build China
into a modern country and reach the level of moderately developed countries by the
time the PRC would celebrate its centenary in 2049.

5. Opinion polls made by the Mainland Affairs Council of Taiwan and Election Study
Center of the National Chengchi University (retrieved 13 April, 2020).
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